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ABSTRACT
The rapid adoption of Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplex-

ers (ROADMs) is setting the stage for the dynamic reconfiguration

of the network topology in optical backbones. The conventional

approach to enable programmability in the physical layer requires

solving a cross-layer optimization formulation that captures the in-

terplay between the IP and optical layers. However, as the network

scales, the complexity and run time of cross-layer optimization for-

mulations grow prohibitively, resulting in heuristic-based solutions

that sacrifice optimality for scalability. We propose a flow-based

graph abstraction, called OptFlow, that is able to find the optimal al-

location faster than a cross-layer optimization formulation. The key

idea in OptFlow is that topology programmability is abstracted by

“network flows,” enabling service providers to use multi-commodity

flow formulations, such as conventional Traffic Engineering, to

solve a cross-layer optimization. OptFlow augments the physical

graph and uses it as input to the unmodified flow-based Traffic Engi-

neering algorithm, capturing a variety of IP-layer optimization goals

such as max throughput, min hop count, and max-min fairness. Due

to its flow-based nature, OptFlow inherently provides an abstraction

for consistent network updates. To benchmark our key assumptions

in OptFlow, we build a small testbed prototype consisting of four

ROADMs. To evaluate the optimality and run time of large networks,

we simulate fiveWAN topologies with up to 100 nodes and 390 links.

Our results show that OptFlow matches the throughput perfor-

mance of an optimal cross-layer formulation but has faster compu-

tation times. The run time speed-up of OptFlow increases as the net-

work scales, with up to 8× faster execution times in our simulations.
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•Networks→Programmablenetworks;Wideareanetworks;
• Theory of computation→ Network flows.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wide-area networks (WANs) are a key component of cloud provi-

ders’ complex infrastructure. Today, all communication in WANs

is carried over optical wavelengths. Optical backbones cost billions

of dollars, and as online services are becoming an integral part of

today’s online services, these backbones need to be highly efficient.

Inspired by reconfigurable topologies in data center networks [10,

12, 15, 21, 31, 36, 37, 39, 44, 49, 62], recent research has shown that

enabling software-defined IP/optical backbones leads to greater effi-

ciency and cost savings [22, 30, 45, 48]. As a result, service providers

are looking toward enabling Topology Programming (TP) together

with Traffic Engineering (TE) to boost efficiency [16, 25, 47].

TP in a WAN is achieved using modern optical devices, such as

ROADMs: Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexers [1, 51].

Flexible-grid capable ROADMs [50] are considered one of the most

significant advances in Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing

(DWDM) systems technology over the last decade [16]. They allow

incoming wavelengths to be switched from an input port to any out-

put port, enabling the network operator to program the allocation

of wavelengths across fibers during deployment and maintenance.

While ROADMs are widely deployed in WANs [16] they are not

being used to their full potential of dynamically adding/dropping

wavelengths on-the-fly, because two challenges need to be solved

simultaneously: (i) slow amplifiers, and (ii) unscalable cross-layer
optimization formulations. The first challenge stems from an en-

gineering perspective: amplifiers introduce several seconds of re-

configuration delay [22]. The good news is that recent research

shows next-generation ROADMs are capable of programmingwave-

lengths in tens to hundreds of milliseconds [13, 27, 30, 35]. However,

even with fast amplifiers, the second challenge requires providers

to throw away their existing TE formulations, write a new joint

TP+TE formulation, and ensure it achieves the same goals as those

intended by the original TE—a task that is so tedious that it hin-

ders adoption. Service providers are understandably reluctant to

embark on such an engineering-heavy endeavor without a reliable

estimation of its ability to meet the required goals.

We solve this challenge by keeping the TE and TP problems de-

coupled while sliding TP under the TE algorithm. More specifically,

we use a flow-based abstraction to program the topology without

having to modify the TE formulation. Our abstraction, the “OptFlow

graph,” is an augmentation of the physical topology used as the

new input to the TE algorithm. In our method, we mimic a TP+TE

joint optimization by solving the unmodified TE formulation on

the OptFlow graph instead of the original graph, hence achieving

a more scalable solution.

The key concept in the OptFlow graph abstraction is that we rep-

resent wavelength programmability as “network flows,” enabling

us to use multi-commodity flow formulations to solve a cross-layer

https://doi.org/10.1145/3373360.3380840
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Figure 1: A ROADM uses Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS)
to steer wavelengths between its ports. The common ports carry
the light to/from other ROADMs. The add/drop ports are used to
add/drop a wavelength to/from the common ports.

optimization. In doing so, we show that a large class of TE opti-

mization objectives carry over to the OptFlow abstraction where

solving the unmodified TE on OptFlow is the equivalent of solving

the cross-layer IP/Optical formulation. In particular, OptFlow sup-

ports all linear throughput maximization TEs as well as max-min

fairness TEs, such as SWAN [26] and B4 [28]. Furthermore, because

OptFlow relies on network flows, instead of commonly used aug-

mentation concepts such as node capacitation [23], several benefits

of current TE practices, such as consistent updates [20], carry over

transparently. In other words, the service provider does not have to

implement a new consistent update strategy for the physical layer

when adding or removing wavelengths.

To evaluate the performance of OptFlow, we use synthetic traffic

data with four different WAN topologies. Our results show that

OptFlow matches the throughput of an optimal cross-layer integer

linear program formulation while speeding up the run time up to

a factor of 8. Finally, to showcase the feasibility of the OptFlow

abstraction, we use a small testbed to benchmark key abstraction as-

sumptions in practice and illustrate an end-to-end working scheme.

2 BACKGROUNDANDOPPORTUNITIES
We begin with a brief overview of optical backbone networks with

a focus on programmability and its opportunities.

Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer. A ROADM is

an optical device that combines multiple wavelengths into fiber

cores while adding/dropping wavelengths to/from the existing

multi-wavelength signal. This is achieved through the use of Wave-

length Selective Switching (WSS) modules. ROADMs allow oper-

ators to dynamically reconfigure ports to carry any combination

of wavelengths while adding/drop-ping any wavelength at any

time [1, 6]. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the structure of a 4-way ROADM

capable of steering wavelengths between its north, south, west, east

common ports while adding/dropping any of the wavelengths. The

wavelengths are modulated/demodulated from/to binary signals in

the electrical domain. The total number of wavelengths assigned

across all attached fibers is limited by the number of transponders.

The frequency, modulation, and number of optical wavelengths that

are multiplexed onto fiber depend on the technology [1, 3, 4, 6, 7].

Fig. 1(b) shows the evaluation board used in our testbed; it con-

sists of 40 add/drop ports and 2 common ports [3]. ROADMs open

the door to research on orchestrating IP and optical layers; recent

research shows ROADMs are capable of programming wavelengths

in in tens to hundreds of milliseconds [13, 30].

u

v w

(a) Physical graph (b) TE throughput: 1+1 (c) (TE + TP) throughput: 2+2

x u
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Figure 2: Enabling topology programmability (TP) on top of traffic
engineering (TE) can lead to throughput gains.

TP+TE on a reconfigurable graph can beat TE. Fig. 2 provides
a simple example of how ROADMs can enable throughput gains

by reprogramming wavelengths on adjacent fibers. Each node in

Fig. 2(a) corresponds to a ROADM, and each edge represents a fiber.

In this example, each ROADM has two wavelengths and by allocat-

ing one wavelength to each fiber, the operator ensures a connected

static topology. Assume the traffic demand is as shown in Fig. 2(b),

where nodes u and v have two units of traffic demand to x andw ,

respectively, and the arrows represent the TE routes. In this case,

the maximum throughput (with optimal TE) is two units, thus leav-

ing half of the demand unsatisfied. For simplicity, we assume each

wavelength carries one unit of demand. Now assume TP and TE

are working together as depicted in Fig. 2(c). By programming the

topology and assigning two wavelengths to (u,x) and (v,w) fibers,
the total throughput becomes four units (a 2 × gain over Fig. 2(b)).

3 AGRAPHABSTRACTION FOR
RECONFIGURABLENETWORKS

Section 2 of this paper and [22, 29, 30, 40] suggest the advantages

of programmable WANs, notably their ability to adapt to changes

in traffic demand caused by, e.g., equipment failures [22]. Before we

embrace programmable topologies, however, we need to address

an important question:

What is the best approach for service providers to enable produc-
tionized TE algorithms [26, 28] with topology programmability?

We propose an abstraction that makes both layers indistinguish-

able from an optimization point of view. The TE can compute flow

allocations on this abstract layer, and we can map the TE’s solution

to reconfigurations in the physical layer and flow routes in the

network layer, thus achieving joint optimization.

3.1 Abstraction Concept
The intuition for our abstraction is presented in Fig. 3. Each node

(ROADM) has a set of wavelengths (e.g., v in Fig. 3(a) has six wave-

lengths). For simplicity, in this example, we assume that the nodes

can support the same number of incoming and outgoing wave-

lengths. Hence, v can transmit six wavelengths to neighboring

nodes and also receive six wavelengths. To reflect this in our ab-

straction, we introduce two dummy nodes vin and vout , shown
in Fig. 3(a), where all incoming traffic goes through vin and all

outgoing traffic has to pass vout , and the edges have a capacity

of six units. The number of dummy nodes is independent of the

number of ROADM ports.

Now consider the graph in Fig. 3(b), with three nodes u,v , andw
and three wavelengths on each fiber (a total of six wavelengths at

v). Consider a non-symmetric traffic demand: u�w : 4 andw�u: 2.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the OptFlow graph abstraction idea, assuming each node can support six incoming and outgoing wavelengths. By
solving the multi-commodity flow problem on (c), with the demands u→w : 4,w → u : 2, in (d), we obtain the wavelength allocation for v , as
shown in (e):v assigns 2 incoming and 4 outgoing wavelengths to the fiber tow , and 4 incoming and 2 outgoing wavelengths to the fiber tou .

Given the reprogrammability at v , we would like to assign the

wavelengths on v’s adjacent fibers to support this traffic demand.

Note that the current assignment in Fig. 3(b), with three wave-

lengths on each fiber, cannot satisfy the demand u�w : 4. To do so,

we repeat the process of Fig. 3(a) by adding dummy nodes for each

node in the graph and connecting them in a way that maps the con-

nectivity in the original graph (shown in Fig. 3(c)). For simplicity,

we set∞ as the edge capacities between the in- and out-nodes. We

later adapt them to the maximum number of wavelengths permit-

ted on the fiber. The result is the OptFlow graph corresponding to

Fig. 3(b). We prove that solving the multi-commodity flow problem

on the OptFlow graph also indicates how wavelengths need to be

reprogrammed. Fig. 3(d) shows the optimal flow allocations on the

OptFlow graph (u�w : 4 andw�u: 2). The output of the maximized

throughput on Fig. 3(d), translated back to wavelength allocations

and IP routing, is shown in Fig. 3(e). This shows how solving TE on

the OptFlow graph can jointly optimize both TP and TE problems.

3.2 Optimal Throughput
Our abstraction concept needs to overcome additional challenges be-

fore achieving joint layer optimization: the resulting wavelength as-

signments could be fractional, as optimal throughput solutions will

require fractional flow sizes and integral wavelength assignments.

Dual flows. Not surprisingly, finding optimal joint solutions for

integral wavelength assignments is NP-hard, even for polynomial

TE schemes (we omit the proof). However, network operators solve

NP-hard problems in practice all the time, in particular by routing

flows along paths under capacity constraints. Hence, we believe that

the natural answer to this challenge is to represent the wavelengths

as flows of unit size, as TE algorithms know how to handle flows.

We use a primal-dual computation where each wavelength as-

signment (the dual) enforces a threshold on the throughput. The

task is to find the optimal dual that allows maximum throughput.

We call these wavelength flows dual flows and add them to the

augmented input of the TE. Fig. 4(a) outlines an example where the

traffic demands are v�u: 2.5 and v�w : 3.5. Assume v has only six

wavelengths available, and the capacity of each fiber (C) is also six

wavelengths. Then, the fractional solution computed in Fig. 4(b)

is not feasible because it would require 3 + 4 = 7 wavelengths.

To solve this problem, we add six high-priority dual flows (unit

sized) as shown in Fig. 4(c) from v to either u or w . The key idea

is that the IP traffic flows combined with the dual flows may not

exceed edge capacities. A possible optimal TE solution is shown in

Fig. 4(d); v can still send 3.5 units of traffic to w , but only 2 units

u v w

(a)

6 λ 6 λ 6 λ
u v w

(b)

3.52.5

4 λ3 λ

v only supports 6 outgoing λ!

𝐶 = 6

u v w

(c)

v→u + v→w : 6 (unit sized)

v→u: 2.5 v→w: 3.5

u v w

(d)

3.5

2

6−2 = 4 λ

2

4

6−4 = 2 λ

𝐶 = 6

𝐶 = 6 𝐶 = 6

v→u: 2.5 v→w: 3.5

6 λ 6 λ 6 λ

Figure 4: Obtaining optimal solutions. In (a),v has 4 outgoing wave-
lengths and demands ofv→u : 2.5,v→w : 3.5. Using the abstraction
idea from Fig. 3 results in the output in (b): all demands can be
satisfied, but ⌈2.5⌉ + ⌈3.5⌉ = 7 wavelengths are required! To enforce
wavelength constraints, we introduce unit sized high-priority dual
flows in (c),which canbedistributed amongu andw . After assigning
thosedualflows, the remaining capacities tou ,w are integral.Hence,
the resulting IPflowallocation, shown in (d), is feasible and achieves
optimal throughout under the network constraints.

to u. Separating the layers, we obtain 4 wavelengths from v to w
and 2 wavelengths from v to u. The OptFlow graph abstraction

construction is formalized in the following Theorem:

Theorem 1. LetG be a programmable topology with demand ma-
trixD. A OptFlow graphGR with demandmatrixDR can be created in
polynomial time s.t. the solution of multi-commodity flow throughput
optimization on (GR ,DR ) translates in polynomial time to throughput-
optimal routing and wavelength allocation onG forD.

Augmentingthegraphanddemandmatrix.The proof (sketched
here) relies on a combinatorial construction that enables a standard

multi-commodity flow solver to handle the concepts illustrated in

Fig. 4. To this end, for each node v , we create dummy sources v ′in ,
v ′′out and destinations v ′′in , v

′′
out for its dual flows, one pair for the

incoming and one for the outgoing wavelengths. The dual flows can

then be routed along so-called dual flow paths, which enforce the

wavelength integrality constraints. The idea is that a routing of the

dual flows along other paths cannot increase the overall throughput.

This graph augmentation is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Input: Physical graphG = (V ,E ,σ ), demand matrixD
Output:OptFlow graphGR = (VR ,ER ), demand matrixDR

(1) VR =V , ER =E ,DR =D
(2) ∀v ∈V :VR =VR∪{v ′in ,v

′′
in ,v

′
out ,v

′′
out }

(3) ∀e = (u ,v) ∈E : ER =ER∪{dual flow paths(v ′,v ′′)}
(4) ∀v ∈V :DR =DR∪{dual flows(v ′,v ′′)}

Algorithm 1: OptFlow graph GR and DR construction.
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Input: Physical graphG = (V ,E ,σ ), demand matrixD
Output: Flow F, wavelength allocation Λwith capacity c(e) ∀e ∈E
(1) Compute OptFlow graphGR = (VR ,ER ) andDR using Algorithm 1

(2) FR ← solve TE onGR

(3) F← FR minus dual flows

(4) Compute wavelength allocation Λ for all (v ,e)=e ∈E :
(a) Set ⌈c(e)−dual flows⌉ as wavelength allocation on e

Algorithm 2: OptFlow graph abstraction.

Running the abstraction. We solve the TE on the augmented

graph GR and traffic matrix DR . We remove the dual flows from

the resulting multi-commodity flow FR , obtaining the routing F

for the non-augmented graph. To obtain the transponder-to-fiber

allocations for the wavelengths, we use the size of F on the edges,

rounded up to integral values. These steps are in Algorithm 2.

3.3 Tackling Reconfiguration Delay
During optical layer reconfiguration, wavelengths become tem-

porarily unavailable and packets can be dropped. We discuss next

how our abstraction can handle such delays.

Consistent network updates. The idea of consistent network up-
dates [19], designed to deal with transient congestion and packet

drops in the IP layer, cannot yet handle a cross-layer migration of

wavelengths and traffic flows. But we argue that graph abstractions

enable us to use consistent update techniques as is by hiding wave-

length allocations as flow allocations. As such, consistent network

updates are performed on the OptFlow graph itself, where a migra-

tion of dual flows corresponds to shifting wavelengths by adjusting

transponder-to-fiber mappings. When both old and new network

states are provided as an input to consistent flowmigration schemes,

intermediate network states are computed [61], corresponding to

consistent cross-layer network updates. Both wavelength alloca-

tions and IP traffic route changes are covered, when 1) changing the

path of dual flows maps directly onto changing wavelength assign-

ments and 2) changing the path of IP traffic in our abstraction maps

onto route changes in the IP layer. In other words, a single network

update can contain both optical and IP layer changes, providing

an abstraction for optimal (e.g., minimum schedule) cross-layer

migration. In this context, it would be interesting to investigate

reconfigurations where, e.g., the number of changed wavelength

assignments is minimized.

3.4 Expanding the Abstraction Coverage
We have shown how OptFlow can express throughput objectives

such as multi-commodity flow (MCF). However, the quality of an

abstraction is also measured by its expressiveness. To this end, we

describe how OptFlow can be extended to further scenarios.

Bidirectional wavelengths. So far, our abstraction has only han-

dled unidirectional wavelengths, but current deployments feature

bidirectional wavelength technology. Instead of being decoupled,

sending and receiving components are bundled in pairs by the

vendors for convenience reasons. OptFlow can be adapted to bidi-

rectional wavelengths by making the dual flows bidirectional. The

enabler is a small combinatorial gadget that enforces the dual flow

to pass through both directions of the augmented edge, even though

the TE scheme is implicitly unaware of this restriction for the uni-

directional flow. Using further combinatorial extensions, OptFlow

TE objective Support Key idea Restriction

Throughput ✓ dual flows none

Concurrent

sharing [52]

✓ bottleneck

edges for dual flows

none

Max-min

fairness [46]

✓ splitting

dual flow commodities

max dual flow

demand ≤min real flow

Flow

priorities [9]

✓ dual flows highest priority assign priorities as input

Hierarchical

bandwidth [33]

✓ dual

flows at top priority weight

assign hierarchies as input

Path

properties [26]

✓ combinatorial

graph extension of weight 0

edge lengths of 0 allowed

FFC [38] (faults) ● dual

flow paths not protected

protection scheme as input

k -shortest
paths [24]

● combinatorially unre-

stricted dual flow paths

k ≥∆ ( max degree)

Min-max

load [34]

✗ dual

flows fill up the edge load

future work

Table 1: Coverage of OptFlow, with key ideas and restrictions.
✓ denotes full support,● partial support, and ✗no current support.

can also incorporate wavelengths of different capacities and remove

the requirement of a higher priority class for dual flows.

Fairness and further considerations. Max-min fairness [46] is

captured by splitting dual flows into multiple commodities, each

originating from its own source. OptFlow obtains max-min fairness

when the largest dual flow has less demand than the smallest non-

dual flow allocation. To capture concurrent flow objectives [52]

in OptFlow, i.e., to consider the fairness of the fraction of demand

allocated instead of absolutes, we route dual flows through bottle-

neck edges, whose capacity corresponds to transponder numbers.

By setting the dual flow demands to high values, the fairness ob-

jective enforces the correct allocation of dual flows. Due to space

constraints, we summarize further extension proposals in Table 1.

4 TESTBED EVALUATION
In this section, we first investigate further practical concerns of

reconfigurable WANs, showing an end-to-end working OptFlow

scheme in a small testbed. This is followed by performance simu-

lations, to benchmark the impact [11] of our abstraction.

4.1 Evaluation
Practicality. Abstraction-based topology programming depends

on two fundamental assumptions: (i) the time it takes to repro-

gram the topology is short; (ii) reprogramming wavelengths in the

topology is not destructive to the IP traffic of other wavelengths.

Together, these assumptions enable the TE engine to handle wave-

length reprogramming similar to the IP layer’s flow reprogramming.

With respect to the first, recent research already shows ROADMs

are capable of programming wavelengths in tens to hundreds of

milliseconds [13, 30].

Impacton IP traffic.We use a testbed to verify the second assump-

tion. Our testbed consists of four Finisar evaluation boards, each

with 40 add/drop ports supporting data rates of 10, 40, 100, and 400

Gbps [3]. To generate traffic with different wavelengths, we use 10

Gbps tunable DWDM transceivers from Finisar [5] plugged into a

7050s Arista switch. We run an experiment where we connect two

ROADMs through their common port, adding a new wavelength
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Figure 5: Adding/dropping wavelengths does not impact the
throughput of other wavelengths sharing the same fiber.

while a flow is already running on an established different wave-

length. Figure 5(a) shows that both flows are capable of achieving

10 Gbps and adding a new wavelength does not negatively impact

the throughput of the on-going flow. We repeat this experiment

1000 times and measure the throughput of both flows (during the

time they are both active). Figure 5(b) shows the CDF of through-

put for both flows is overlapping, suggesting that programming

wavelengths does not have a destructive effect on ongoing traffic.

Putting it all together: An end-to-end working scheme We

demonstrate the power of topology programmability in practice

by connecting four ROADMs to create a rectangular topology, as

shown in Fig. 6(a). The logical setup is provided in Fig. 6(b). We

start the experiment by generating 20 Gbps of traffic between nodes

A and C using two wavelengths.

One wavelength takes the A�C direct edge, and the other takes

theA�B�D�C path. This way, the topology can support the entire

20 Gbps demand; see Fig. 6(c). Next, we simulate a fiber cut by man-

ually disconnecting the fiber between A, B. This will cause a loss of
capacity and throughput is dropped to 10 Gbps. However, we detect

the loss of light and drop the wavelength on the A�B edge and add

it to the A�C edge; this allows the throughput to be restored to 20

Gbps (black curve in Fig. 6(c)). We assume that the wavelengths do

not collide; i.e., they use different frequencies. Without programma-

bility, the throughput remains at 10 Gbps (red curve in Fig. 6(c)),

and slower reactions negatively impact the system’s performance.

(a) Physical setup of our testbed

A C

B D

(b) Logical setup
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Figure 6: Enabling the OptFlow abstraction can mitigate the impact
of fiber cuts by programming idle wavelengths based on the current
traffic demand.

Topology #Nodes #Links

Google (G-Scale) [28] 12 38

Internet2 [30] 40 100

IDN [26] 40 390

AS 1221 (Telstra) [2] 104 306

Table 2: Network topologies used in our simulations

4.2 Performance Simulations
In this section we evaluate the performance of OptFlow in data-

driven simulations. To this end, we pick 4 commonly used WAN

topologies with synthetic traffic data, analogous to [60], to stress-

test the performance of OptFlow. The WAN topologies vary in size

and connectivity to get a good performance estimate; see Table 2.

We compare throughput and solver computation times of Opt-

Flow to those of an optimal cross-layer formulation. To do so, we

choose k-shortest path routing and maximize the total throughput.

We pick a standard Integer-Linear-Program (ILP) formulation with

MOSEK [8] to perform cross-layer optimization, where traffic and

directed wavelength allocation are jointly optimized. OptFlow, in

turn, uses the same program, but without wavelength allocation—

that part is handled by the built-in abstraction. In other words, the

traffic engineering formulation is applied to the OptFlow graph,

oblivious to the physical layer programmability.

We use synthetic models to generate traffic demands and assume

one demand between 10-50% of the node pairs, integrating the av-

erage demand under an exponential distribution with a mean of

200 Gbps. We use different scaling factors (from 1 to 5, 20 runs)

to scale the #traffic demands. Per node, we set 16× its degree as

#transponders, where the max number of 10Gbps wavelengths on

each directed edge is randomly generated from [10,60].

To speed up the computation, but at the cost of reduced through-

put, we relax the integral wavelength formulation, as done via

rounding in [40]. We can directly apply these ideas to OptFlow, by

allowing the dual flows to be fractional as well. By so doing, we

lose, at most, one wavelength per node for each connected fiber,

yielding a good approximation, as over 90% of the wavelengths

remain deployable.

We plot the throughput and run time results of the cross-layer

(JointOpt) and OptFlow simulations in Figs. 7 and 8; only the LP

variants are run in both larger topologies. The throughput of the

LP formulations differ by only about 1% in Figs. 7a to 7d and are,

at most, 2.5% smaller than the ILP variants, whereas the ILP results

match, as seen in Figs. 7b and 7a. Fig. 8 shows that the OptFlow ab-

straction improves the run time in all 4 topologies, with the benefit

increasing with topology size. Even though the graph abstraction

induces a small overhead, the smaller number of constraints and

variables in OptFlow greatly outweighs this downside.

For the smallest topology with 12 nodes in Fig. 8a, the cross-

layer formulation is faster than OptFlow in ≈10% of the cases, but

OptFlow is still over 4 times faster in average, for both ILP and LP

variants. For Internet2 in Fig. 8b, OptFlow is faster over 95% of the

time, with an average speed of over 6× faster.

In the topologies with significantly more links, OptFlow per-

forms even better. The average speed increases over 7× for IDN in

Fig. 8c and over 8× for AS 1221 in Fig. 8d. In both cases, OptFlow

is always faster, especially in IDN which has the highest number

of links per node: here, OptFlow is always at least 2× faster.
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JointOpt (ILP) OptFlow (ILP) JointOpt (LP) OptFlow (LP)

(a) Google (b) Internet2 (c) IDN (d) AS 1221 (Telstra)

Figure 7: Throughput comparison, normalized by JointOpt (ILP) in 7a and 7b, and by JointOpt (LP) in 7c and 7d. Note that 7c and 7d only contain
the LP variants, as the run time of the ILP formulation on the large networks is significantly longer. As we only consider non-optimal LP
formulations in 7c and 7d, either one can providemore throughput, e.g., OptFlow in 7c and the cross-layer formulation in 7d.
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Figure 8: Run time comparison taken from the simulations in Fig. 7, using the same color keys. Note the logarithmic time axes. 8c and 8d only
contain the LP variants, as the run time of the ILP formulation on the large networks is significantly longer.

5 RELATEDWORK
Our work builds on several lines of related research. The work most

closely related to ours is by Jin et al. [30] on cross-layer optimization

of IP and optical layers. These authors show optical reconfigura-

tion can provide latency gains for deadline-driven bulk transfers. A

follow-up study examines the makespan of scheduling algorithms

in programmable topologies, where transfers must be be across sin-

gle hops [29]. The authors consider both online and offline variants,

analyzing competitive ratios of scheduling problems. This work

is extended by Dinitz and Moseley [14]. More recently, Long et

al. [40, 41] employ a partially relaxed ILP in the multicast setting

of [30]. These works optimize the IP and optical layers together

with a cross-layer algorithm, whereas we provide a mechanism to

use current TEs without having to rewrite a cross-layer TE.

We are inspired by the large body of work on reconfigurable

topologies in data center networks, as well. Prior work shows the

benefits of reconfigurable topologies in data center networks when

wireless/optical edges are added to the electrical topology [15, 17,

18, 31, 36, 37, 49, 62], or optical data center interconnects are cre-

ated [10, 12, 21, 39, 44]. The main difference between the WAN

and data centers is the geographical scale of the WAN. While the

underlying assumption in a reconfigurable data center is that op-

tical edges are either connected via a single optical switch or have

line-of-sight, the sheer scale of the WAN creates physical limita-

tions on the fiber paths and the physical topology itself making it

impossible to directly adopt the data center proposals. Similarly,

Expander-based [32, 43, 55, 56, 58] topologies are becoming popular,

but realizing such topologies is extremely challenging in the WAN:

we are limited by the placement and cost of the optical fibers –

cabling suggestions which leverage the close proximity of the racks

and bundle the cables together, like those suggested in [56, 58], are

not achievable in the WAN. Optical multicast has also attracted

more interest lately [42, 57, 59] in data center networks, and while

the concepts are not directly transferable to the WAN, it would be

interesting to see if OptFlow could be extended to cover multicast.

Lastly, recent work on rate adaptive links shows further reconfig-

uration possibilities in the WAN [53, 54]. OptFlow can be extended

in this direction, by combinatorially representing rate adaptivity

as different flow sizes.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we take the first steps toward the practical deploy-

ment of a programmable physical layer in the WAN by presenting

the OptFlow abstraction to enable current IP-layer TE algorithms

to perform cross-layer optimization.

We show the expressiveness of OptFlow captures a wide spec-

trum of TE objectives and can also handle reconfiguration delay

via consistent network updates. Our small testbed results positively

benchmark key assumptions in practice, showing an end-to-end

working scheme.Moreover, performance evaluationswith synthetic

traffic data show that OptFlow matches the throughput of optimal

cross-layer formulations, at significantly better computation times.

In future work, we plan to benchmark and analyze more TE ob-

jectives, explore the handling of amplifiers, and evaluate further

real-world traffic patterns and scenarios.
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